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(57) A blockchain smart contract-based signature
verification method and system are disclosed. In embod-
iments of the present specification, in one aspect, an RSA
signature verification instruction is defined and added to
an instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine. In ad-
dition, RSA signature verification logic corresponding to
the RSA signature verification instruction is deployed in
the blockchain virtual machine. In another aspect, the
defined RSA signature verification instruction further

needs to be added to an instruction set of a smart contract
compiler, so a service smart contract compiled by using
the smart contract compiler includes the RSA signature
verification instruction. As such, if the service smart con-
tract is deployed in a blockchain network, when con-
structing a service initiation transaction, a user can spec-
ify to invoke the service smart contract to execute the
service initiation transaction.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] Embodiments of the present specification relate to the field of information technologies, and in particular, to
blockchain smart contract-based signature verification methods and systems.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Currently, deploying a smart contract in a blockchain network established based on the Ethereum protocol can
satisfy various online service demands.
[0003] In practice, for some service demands, when each node in the blockchain network invokes, by using an Ethereum
virtual machine, a smart contract corresponding to the service demands to execute a transaction, the node needs to
perform a signature verification operation based on Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) algorithm. In 1977, the RSA algorithm
was proposed by Ronald Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman, and the RSA algorithm was thus named.
[0004] However, the existing Ethereum virtual machine does not support the signature verification operation based
on the RSA algorithm.

SUMMARY

[0005] To solve a problem that an existing Ethereum virtual machine does not support an RSA signature verification
operation by default, embodiments of the present specification provide blockchain smart contract-based signature ver-
ification methods and systems. Technical solutions are as follows:
[0006] According to a first aspect of the embodiments of the present specification, a blockchain smart contract-based
signature verification method is provided, where an instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine includes an RSA
signature verification instruction, and RSA signature verification logic corresponding to the RSA signature verification
instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine; an instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the
RSA signature verification instruction, and a service smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler
includes the RSA signature verification instruction; the service smart contract is deployed in a blockchain network; and
the signature verification method includes the following: a node in the blockchain network obtains a service initiation
transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation transaction to other nodes; when executing the service initiation trans-
action, each node in the blockchain network invokes the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine;
and the node triggers execution of the RSA signature verification logic based on the RSA signature verification instruction
in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform an RSA signature verification operation
on a service signature.
[0007] According to a second aspect of the embodiments of the present specification, another blockchain smart con-
tract-based signature verification method is provided, where an instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine includes
an RSA signature verification instruction, and RSA signature verification logic corresponding to the RSA signature
verification instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine; an instruction set of a smart contract compiler
includes the RSA signature verification instruction, a service smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler
includes a contract identifier of an RSA signature verification smart contract, and the RSA signature verification smart
contract is a smart contract pre-deployed in a blockchain network; the service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain
network; and the signature verification method includes the following: a node in the blockchain network obtains a service
initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation transaction to other nodes; when executing the service initiation
transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual
machine; the node invokes the RSA signature verification smart contract based on the contract identifier of the RSA
signature verification smart contract in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine; and the node
triggers execution of the RSA signature verification logic based on the RSA signature verification instruction in the RSA
signature verification smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform an RSA signature verification
operation on a service signature.
[0008] According to a third aspect of the embodiments of the present specification, a blockchain virtual machine is
provided, configured to implement the method in the first aspect and the method in the second aspect, where an instruction
set of a smart contract compiler includes an RSA signature verification instruction, and a service smart contract compiled
by using the smart contract compiler includes the RSA signature verification instruction.
[0009] According to a fourth aspect of the embodiments of the present specification, a smart contract compiler is
provided, configured to implement the method in the first aspect, where an instruction set of the smart contract compiler
includes an RSA signature verification instruction, and a service smart contract compiled by using the smart contract
compiler includes the RSA signature verification instruction.
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[0010] According to a fifth aspect of the embodiments of the present specification, a smart contract compiler is provided,
configured to implement the method in the second aspect, where an instruction set of the smart contract compiler includes
an RSA signature verification instruction, a service smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes
a contract identifier of an RSA signature verification smart contract, and the RSA signature verification smart contract
is a smart contract pre-deployed in a blockchain network.
[0011] According to a sixth aspect of the embodiments of the present specification, a blockchain system is provided,
including a blockchain network, where an instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine includes an RSA signature
verification instruction, RSA signature verification logic corresponding to the RSA signature verification instruction is
deployed in the blockchain virtual machine, an instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the RSA signature
verification instruction, a service smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the RSA signature
verification instruction, and the service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network; a node in the blockchain
network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation transaction to other nodes; and
when executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes the service smart contract
by using the blockchain virtual machine, and triggers execution of the RSA signature verification logic based on the RSA
signature verification instruction in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform an
RSA signature verification operation on a service signature.
[0012] According to a seventh aspect of the embodiments of the present specification, another blockchain system is
provided, including a blockchain network, where an instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine includes an RSA
signature verification instruction, RSA signature verification logic corresponding to the RSA signature verification in-
struction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine, an instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the RSA
signature verification instruction, a service smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes a
contract identifier of an RSA signature verification smart contract, the RSA signature verification smart contract is a
smart contract pre-deployed in the blockchain network, and the service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain
network; a node in the blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes; and when executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network
invokes the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, invokes the RSA signature verification smart
contract based on the contract identifier of the RSA signature verification smart contract in the service smart contract
by using the blockchain virtual machine, and triggers execution of the RSA signature verification logic based on the RSA
signature verification instruction in the RSA signature verification smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine,
to perform an RSA signature verification operation on a service signature.
[0013] In the technical solutions provided in the embodiments of the present specification, in one aspect, the RSA
signature verification instruction is defined and added to the instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine. In addition,
the RSA signature verification logic corresponding to the RSA signature verification instruction is deployed in the block-
chain virtual machine. In another aspect, the defined RSA signature verification instruction further needs to be added
to the instruction set of the smart contract compiler, so the service smart contract compiled by using the smart contract
compiler includes the RSA signature verification instruction.
[0014] As such, if the service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network, when constructing the service
initiation transaction, a user can specify to invoke the service smart contract to execute the service initiation transaction.
Therefore, when executing the service initiation transaction, the virtual machine invokes the service smart contract, and
triggers execution of the pre-deployed RSA signature verification logic based on the RSA signature verification instruction
in the service smart contract.
[0015] In the embodiments of the present specification, the instruction sets of the blockchain virtual machine and the
smart contract compiler are expanded, so the blockchain virtual machine can support the RSA signature verification
operation by default.
[0016] It should be understood that the previous general description and the following detailed description are merely
examples and illustrative, and cannot limit the embodiments of the present specification.
[0017] In addition, any one of the embodiments of the present specification does not need to achieve all the previous
effects.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0018] To describe the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present specification or in the existing technology
more clearly, the following briefly describes the accompanying drawings needed for describing the embodiments or the
existing technology. Clearly, the accompanying drawings in the following description merely show some embodiments
of the present specification, and a person of ordinary skill in the art can still derive other drawings from these accompanying
drawings.

FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based encoding method, according to some
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embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart illustrating another blockchain smart contract-based encoding method, according
to some embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 3 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based decoding method, according to some
embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart illustrating another blockchain smart contract-based decoding method, according
to some embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 5a and FIG. 5b are schematic diagrams illustrating deployment of a BASE64 encoding/decoding operation,
according to some embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 6 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based signature verification method, according
to some embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 7 is a schematic flowchart illustrating another blockchain smart contract-based signature verification method,
according to some embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 8a and FIG. 8b are schematic diagrams illustrating deployment of an RSA signature verification operation,
according to some embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 9 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based data processing method, according
to some embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 10 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based data processing method, according
to some embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 11a and FIG. 11b are schematic diagrams illustrating deployment of a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
processing operation, according to some embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 12 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based data processing method, according
to some embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 13 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based data processing method, according
to some embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 14a and FIG. 14b are schematic diagrams illustrating deployment of a processing operation, according to some
embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 15 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based transaction hash acquisition method,
according to some embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 16 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based transaction hash acquisition method,
according to some embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 17a and FIG. 17b are schematic diagrams illustrating deployment of a transaction hash acquisition operation,
according to some embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 18 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based transfer method, according to some
embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 19 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based transaction hash acquisition method,
according to some embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 20a and FIG. 20b are schematic diagrams illustrating deployment of a verification operation related to a transfer
transaction, according to some embodiments of the present specification;
FIG. 21 is a schematic structural diagram illustrating a blockchain system, according to some embodiments of the
present specification; and
FIG. 22 is a schematic structural diagram illustrating a computer device used to configure a method in some em-
bodiments of the present specification.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0019] In the present specification, a blockchain virtual machine is an execution program upon which each blockchain
node relies when executing a transaction. The blockchain virtual machine provides an execution environment for a
blockchain transaction.
[0020] It is worthwhile to note that the blockchain virtual machine can be an Ethereum virtual machine (EVM) recorded
in the Ethereum protocol, or can be a virtual machine in blockchain protocols other than the Ethereum protocol.
[0021] In the present specification, a smart contract compiler is a program used to compile a smart contract written in
a programming language (such as the Solidity language) into a machine language (such as bytecode or binary code)
that the blockchain virtual machine can recognize and execute. It is worthwhile to note that a smart contract deployed
in a blockchain network is generally a smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler, namely, a smart
contract in the form of bytecode or binary code.
[0022] In the Ethereum protocol or other blockchain protocols similar to the Ethereum protocol, the blockchain virtual
machine locally maintains a mapping relationship (as shown in Table 1 below) between several groups of instructions
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and operations, and code logic of each operation in Table 1 is further locally deployed in the blockchain virtual machine.
Instruction 1 to instruction N are instructions supported by the blockchain virtual machine by default, and instruction 1
to instruction N form an instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine. When invoking a smart contract, if reading any
one of the instructions in Table 1 from the smart contract, the blockchain virtual machine triggers execution of code logic
of an operation corresponding to the instruction. It is worthwhile to note that the instruction described in the present
specification is generally in the form of bytecode or binary code.

[0023] Therefore, if the blockchain virtual machine is expected to perform any one of the operations in Table 1, an
instruction corresponding to the operation needs to be written in advance into a smart contract to be invoked by the
blockchain virtual machine. It means that when compiling the smart contract in advance, the smart contract compiler
can compile, into a corresponding instruction, content that is declared in the smart contract (written in the programming
language) to implement any one of the operations in Table 1, so the blockchain virtual machine can recognize the
instruction, which requires the smart contract compiler also to support instruction 1 to instruction N in Table 1 by default,
and instruction 1 to instruction N form an instruction set of the smart contract compiler.
[0024] In summary, in the Ethereum protocol or other blockchain protocols similar to the Ethereum protocol, the
blockchain virtual machine, the smart contract compiler, and the smart contract generally cooperate to implement a
specific service demand.
[0025] However, an existing EVM locally supports limited operations by default, but service demands are complex
and diverse. For example, the existing EVM and Ethereum smart contract compiler do not support the following operations
by default, and consequently, some service demands that reply upon the following operations cannot be implemented
in an existing Ethereum architecture:

1. Encoding/decoding operation based on 64 printable characters (BASE64).
2. RSA signature verification operation: In 1977, the RSA algorithm was proposed by Ronald Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir,
and Leonard Adleman, and the RSA algorithm was thus named.
3. Processing operation of JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) data: JSON is a common data exchange format, and
the JSON data is data having the data exchange format.
4. Processing operation of extensible markup language (XML) data: XML is a common data exchange format, and
the XML data is data having the data exchange format.
5. Operation of obtaining a transaction hash of a currently executed transaction.
6. For a transfer transaction, when asset balance of a transferor and a transfer amount are not exposed, it is
determined whether the asset balance of the transferor is sufficient to cover the transfer amount of the transfer
transaction.

[0026] The existing EVM and Ethereum smart contract compiler do not support the previous operations by default.
Therefore, in the existing technologies, code logic for implementing any one of the previous operations is generally
written into the smart contract directly, so when executing the transaction, the EVM invokes the smart contract to execute
the code logic of the operation. That is, although the EVM does not support the previous operations by default, the EVM
can also perform the previous operations by writing the logic code of the previous operations into the smart contract and
enabling the EVM to invoke the smart contract.
[0027] However, in practice, the EVM is less efficient in executing the code logic in the smart contract than directly
executing the locally pre-deployed code logic.
[0028] A core idea of the present application is as follows: In one aspect, the instruction set of the blockchain virtual
machine is expanded to increase instructions corresponding to the previous operations, and the code logic corresponding
to the previous operations are locally pre-deployed in the blockchain virtual machine, so the blockchain virtual machine
can support the previous operations by default. In another aspect, the instruction set of the smart contract compiler is
also expanded to increase the instructions corresponding to the previous operations. For the same operation, an in-
struction that corresponds to the operation and that is added to the instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine

Table 1

Instruction 1 Operation 1

Instruction 2 Operation 2

Instruction 3 Operation 3

... ...

Instruction N Operation N
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should be consistent with an instruction that corresponds to the operation and that is added to the instruction set of the
smart contract compiler. Details are shown in Table 2.

[0029] As such, in an example of the previous BASE64 encoding operation, when the smart contract is written in the
programming language, invoking of the BASE64 encoding operation is declared in the smart contract, so the smart
contract compiler compiles the declaration into the BASE64 encoding instruction when compiling the smart contract.
After the smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network, a user can specify to invoke the smart contract in a service
initiation transaction when initiating a service. As such, when executing the service initiation transaction, the blockchain
virtual machine invokes the smart contract, and triggers execution of corresponding BASE64 encoding logic locally when
reading the BASE64 encoding instruction from the smart contract, to implement the BASE64 encoding operation.
[0030] To make a person skilled in the art better understand the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present
specification, the following describes in detail the technical solutions in the embodiments of the present specification
with reference to the accompanying drawings in the embodiments of the present specification. Clearly, the described
embodiments are merely some but not all of the embodiments of the present specification. All other embodiments
obtained by a person of ordinary skill in the art based on the embodiments of the present specification shall fall within
the protection scope of the present specification.
[0031] The technical solutions provided in the embodiments of the present specification are described in detail below
with reference to the accompanying drawings. It is worthwhile to note that because the following embodiments are based
on similar technical ideas, the following embodiments can be understood with reference to each other.

Embodiment 1

[0032] FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based encoding method, according to
some embodiments of the present specification. The method includes the following steps:

S100: A node in a blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
S102: When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes a service
smart contract by using a blockchain virtual machine.
S104: The node triggers execution of BASE64 encoding logic based on a BASE64 encoding instruction in the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform an encoding operation on data to be encoded.

[0033] In some embodiments, the blockchain network needs to be pre-configured, so the following can be implemented:

(1) An instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine includes the BASE64 encoding instruction, and the BASE64
encoding logic corresponding to the BASE64 encoding instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine.
(2) An instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the BASE64 encoding instruction, and the service smart
contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the BASE64 encoding instruction.
(3) The service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network.

[0034] The service smart contract is a smart contract corresponding to a service that needs to invoke a BASE64
encoding function.
[0035] In the embodiments of the present specification, the blockchain network includes a plurality of nodes. From the
perspective of software, a node is a blockchain program used to implement a blockchain function. From the perspective
of hardware, a node is user device installing with a blockchain program. In practice, each node can be connected to at
least one client device (or wallet), and a transaction in the blockchain is usually constructed by the client device.

Table 2

Instruction 1 Operation 1

Instruction 2 Operation 2

Instruction 3 Operation 3

BASE64 encoding instruction BASE64 encoding operation

... ...

Instruction N Operation N
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[0036] The transaction described in the embodiments of the present specification is a piece of data that is created by
a user by using the client device in the blockchain and that needs to be finally published to a distributed database in the
blockchain. The transaction is a data structure agreed in the blockchain protocol. A piece of data needs to be encapsulated
into a transaction before the data is stored in the blockchain.
[0037] Transactions in the blockchain include a transaction in a narrow sense and a transaction in a broad sense. The
transaction in the narrow sense is value transfer published by the user to the blockchain. For example, in a conventional
Bitcoin blockchain network, a transaction can be transfer initiated by the user in the blockchain. The transaction in the
broad sense is service data that is published by the user to the blockchain and that has a service intention. For example,
an operator can establish a consortium blockchain based on actual service demands, and deploy some other types of
online services (such as a house rental service, a vehicle scheduling service, an insurance claim service, a credit service,
and a medical service) that are not related to value transfer in the consortium blockchain. In the consortium blockchain,
a transaction can be a service message or a service request that is published by the user in the consortium blockchain
and that has a service intention.
[0038] In the blockchain network, the user usually initiates a service in the form of a transaction. Specifically, the node
needs to obtain the service initiation transaction if the previous service smart contract is not the only smart contract
deployed in the blockchain network, and the service initiation transaction further indicates a contract identifier of the
service smart contract, to specify the smart contract that needs to be invoked when the transaction is executed.
[0039] The service initiation transaction is usually constructed and sent by the user to the node by using the client
device. Generally, client devices connected in the blockchain network are in a one-to-one correspondence with users.
[0040] After the node broadcasts the service initiation transaction to other nodes, each node receives the service
initiation transaction, and then needs to invoke, by using the blockchain virtual machine, the service smart contract to
execute the service initiation transaction. It is worthwhile to note here that in the blockchain network, a blockchain virtual
machine is deployed on each node. When the node executes a transaction, the blockchain virtual machine deployed
on the node actually executes the transaction.
[0041] In Embodiment 1, after invoking the service smart contract, the blockchain virtual machine reads bytecode or
binary code in the service smart contract, and executes the bytecode or the binary code. When the blockchain virtual
machine reads the BASE64 encoding instruction in the service smart contract, it is equivalent to determining that a
BASE64 encoding operation needs to be performed. Therefore, the blockchain virtual machine triggers execution of the
locally pre-deployed BASE64 encoding logic, to perform an encoding operation on the data to be encoded.
[0042] In practice, depending on a specific service demand, the data to be encoded can be included in the service
initiation transaction, can be included in the service smart contract, or can be generated when the blockchain virtual
machine executes the service initiation transaction.
[0043] Furthermore, in addition to executing the service initiation transaction by using the blockchain virtual machine,
each node further needs to write the service initiation transaction into the blockchain based on a consensus algorithm.
[0044] In addition, it is worthwhile to that if the blockchain virtual machine triggers execution of the BASE64 encoding
logic based on the BASE64 encoding instruction in the service smart contract, a stack-based parameter passing method
(that is, data obtained after BASE64 encoding is usually written into a stack) is usually used in an execution process for
data transfer. However, a data length of the data obtained after BASE64 encoding is not fixed. If the stack-based
parameter passing method is used, a corresponding BASE64 encoding instruction needs to be predetermined for each
possible data length. This is relatively complex to implement.
[0045] Therefore, the following Embodiment 2 provides another blockchain smart contract-based encoding method.

Embodiment 2

[0046] FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart illustrating another blockchain smart contract-based encoding method, according
to some embodiments of the present specification. The method includes the following steps:

S200: A node in a blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
S202: When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes a service
smart contract by using a blockchain virtual machine.
S204: The node invokes a BASE64 encoding smart contract based on a contract identifier of the BASE64 encoding
smart contract in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine.
S206: The node triggers execution of BASE64 encoding logic based on a BASE64 encoding instruction in the
BASE64 encoding smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform an encoding operation on
data to be encoded.

[0047] In some embodiments, the blockchain network needs to be pre-configured, so the following can be implemented:
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(1) An instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine includes the BASE64 encoding instruction, and the BASE64
encoding logic corresponding to the BASE64 encoding instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine.
(2) An instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the BASE64 encoding instruction, the service smart
contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the contract identifier of the BASE64 encoding
smart contract, and the BASE64 encoding smart contract is a smart contract pre-deployed in the blockchain network.
(3) The service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network.

[0048] A difference between Embodiment 2 and Embodiment 1 mainly lies in the following: In Embodiment 2, after
the blockchain virtual machine invokes the service smart contract, when the blockchain virtual machine reads the contract
identifier of the BASE64 encoding smart contract, it is equivalent to determining that the BASE64 encoding smart contract
needs to be further invoked. The blockchain virtual machine invokes the BASE64 encoding smart contract, and also
reads bytecode or binary code in the BASE64 encoding smart contract. When the blockchain virtual machine reads the
BASE64 encoding instruction, it is equivalent to determining that a BASE64 encoding operation needs to be performed.
Therefore, the blockchain virtual machine triggers execution of the locally pre-deployed BASE64 encoding logic, to
perform an encoding operation on the data to be encoded.
[0049] That is, in Embodiment 2, when the smart contract compiler compiles the service smart contract, if the smart
contract compiler identifies that invoking of the BASE64 encoding operation is declared in the service smart contract,
the smart contract compiler compiles the declaration into the contract identifier of the BASE64 encoding smart contract
instead of the BASE64 encoding instruction. As such, when invoking the service smart contract, the blockchain virtual
machine further invokes the BASE64 encoding smart contract.
[0050] In the field of blockchain technologies, the BASE64 encoding smart contract is actually a precompiled contract.
When invoking and executing a precompiled contract such as the BASE64 encoding smart contract, the blockchain
virtual machine does not transfer a parameter by using a stack-based parameter passing method, but transfers the
parameter by using a memory-based parameter passing method (which supports reading and writing of data having an
unfixed length).

Embodiment 3

[0051] FIG. 3 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based encoding method, according to
some embodiments of the present specification. The method includes the following steps:

S300: A node in a blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
S302: When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes a service
smart contract by using a blockchain virtual machine.
S304: The node triggers execution of BASE64 decoding logic based on a BASE64 decoding instruction in the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform a decoding operation on data to be decoded.

[0052] In some embodiments, the blockchain network needs to be pre-configured, so the following can be implemented:

(1) An instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine includes the BASE64 decoding instruction, and the BASE64
decoding logic corresponding to the BASE64 decoding instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine.
(2) An instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the BASE64 decoding instruction, and the service smart
contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the BASE64 decoding instruction.
(3) The service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network.

[0053] Because the BASE64 decoding operation and the BASE64 encoding operation are a group of operations that
correspond to each other, for related descriptions, references can be made to Embodiment 1. Details are not omitted
for simplicity.
[0054] It is worthwhile to note that in practice, depending on a specific service demand, the data to be decoded can
be included in the service initiation transaction, can be included in the service smart contract, or can be generated when
the blockchain virtual machine executes the service initiation transaction.
[0055] In addition, the previous problem that implementation of stack-based parameter passing is complex also exists
in Embodiment 3. Therefore, the following Embodiment 4 provides another blockchain smart contract-based decoding
method.
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Embodiment 4

[0056] FIG. 4 is a schematic flowchart illustrating another blockchain smart contract-based decoding method, according
to some embodiments of the present specification. The method includes the following steps:

S400: A node in a blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
S402: When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes a service
smart contract by using a blockchain virtual machine.
S404: The node invokes a BASE64 decoding smart contract based on a contract identifier of the BASE64 decoding
smart contract in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine.
S406: The node triggers execution of BASE64 decoding logic based on a BASE64 decoding instruction in the
BASE64 decoding smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform a decoding operation on data
to be decoded.

[0057] In some embodiments, the blockchain network needs to be pre-configured, so the following can be implemented:

(1) An instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine includes the BASE64 decoding instruction, and the BASE64
decoding logic corresponding to the BASE64 decoding instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine.
(2) An instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the BASE64 decoding instruction, the service smart
contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the contract identifier of the BASE64 decoding
smart contract, and the BASE64 decoding smart contract is a smart contract pre-deployed in the blockchain network.
(3) The service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network.

[0058] A difference between Embodiment 4 and Embodiment 3 mainly lies in the following: In Embodiment 4, after
the blockchain virtual machine invokes the service smart contract, when the blockchain virtual machine reads the contract
identifier of the BASE64 decoding smart contract, it is equivalent to determining that the BASE64 decoding smart contract
needs to be further invoked. The blockchain virtual machine invokes the BASE64 decoding smart contract, and also
reads bytecode or binary code in the BASE64 decoding smart contract. When the blockchain virtual machine reads the
BASE64 decoding instruction, it is equivalent to determining that a BASE64 decoding operation needs to be performed.
Therefore, the blockchain virtual machine triggers execution of the locally pre-deployed BASE64 decoding logic, to
perform a decoding operation on the data to be decoded.
[0059] FIG. 5a is a schematic diagram illustrating deployment of a BASE64 encoding/decoding operation corresponding
to Embodiment 1 and Embodiment 3, according to some embodiments of the present specification. As shown in FIG.
5a, first, at least one of the BASE64 encoding instruction or the BASE64 decoding instruction is added to the instruction
set of the blockchain virtual machine, and at least one of the BASE64 encoding logic or the BASE64 decoding logic is
deployed in the blockchain virtual machine. Second, at least one of the BASE64 encoding instruction or the BASE64
decoding instruction is added to the instruction set of the smart contract compiler. Third, the service smart contract
(which includes at least one of the BASE64 encoding instruction or the BASE64 decoding instruction) compiled by using
the smart contract compiler is deployed in the blockchain network.
[0060] It is worthwhile to note that when a function instruction (which includes the various instructions described in
the present specification) is added to the smart contract compiler, processing logic (such as parameter/returning value
processing logic) corresponding to the function instruction generally needs to be correspondingly added to the smart
contract compiler, so the smart contract compiler also writes the processing logic corresponding to the function instruction
into the service smart contract.
[0061] FIG. 5b is a schematic diagram illustrating deployment of a BASE64 encoding/decoding operation corresponding
to Embodiment 2 and Embodiment 4, according to some embodiments of the present specification. As shown in FIG.
5b, first, at least one of the BASE64 encoding instruction or the BASE64 decoding instruction is added to the instruction
set of the blockchain virtual machine, and at least one of the BASE64 encoding logic or the BASE64 decoding logic is
deployed in the blockchain virtual machine. Second, at least one of the BASE64 encoding instruction or the BASE64
decoding instruction is added to the instruction set of the smart contract compiler. Third, the service smart contract
(which includes the contract identifier of the BASE64 encoding smart contract and the contract identifier of the BASE64
decoding smart contract) compiled by using the smart contract compiler is deployed in the blockchain network.

Embodiment 5

[0062] FIG. 6 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based signature verification method,
according to some embodiments of the present specification. The method includes the following steps:
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S600: A node in a blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
S602: When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes a service
smart contract by using a blockchain virtual machine.
S604: The node triggers execution of RSA signature verification logic based on an RSA signature verification
instruction in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform an RSA signature
verification operation on a service signature.

[0063] In some embodiments, the blockchain network needs to be pre-configured, so the following can be implemented:

(1) An instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine includes the RSA signature verification instruction, and the
RSA signature verification logic corresponding to the RSA signature verification instruction is deployed in the block-
chain virtual machine.
(2) An instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the RSA signature verification instruction, and the service
smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the RSA signature verification instruction.
(3) The service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network.

[0064] The service smart contract is a smart contract corresponding to a service that needs to invoke an RSA signature
verification function.
[0065] In Embodiment 5, after invoking the service smart contract, the blockchain virtual machine reads bytecode or
binary code in the service smart contract, and executes the bytecode or the binary code. When the blockchain virtual
machine reads the RSA signature verification instruction in the service smart contract, it is equivalent to determining
that an RSA signature verification operation needs to be performed. Therefore, the blockchain virtual machine triggers
execution of the locally pre-deployed RSA signature verification logic, to perform a signature verification operation on
the service signature.
[0066] In practice, depending on a specific service demand, the following cases exist:

(1) The service initiation transaction includes the service signature, signed data corresponding to the service sig-
nature, and a public key used to verify the service signature.
(2) The service initiation transaction includes the service signature, an abstract of signed data corresponding to the
service signature, and a public key used to verify the service signature.
(3) The service initiation transaction includes the service signature and signed data corresponding to the service
signature, and the service smart contract includes a public key used to verify the service signature.
(4) The service initiation transaction includes the service signature and an abstract of signed data corresponding to
the service signature, and the service smart contract includes a public key used to verify the service signature.

[0067] It is worthwhile to note that if the blockchain virtual machine triggers execution of the RSA signature verification
logic based on the RSA signature verification instruction in the service smart contract, a stack-based parameter passing
method is usually used in an execution process for data transfer.
[0068] In addition, the blockchain virtual machine can also execute the RSA signature verification logic by using a
memory-based parameter passing method (a pre-compiled contract method), and the method is described in the following
Embodiment 6.

Embodiment 6

[0069] FIG. 7 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based signature verification method,
according to some embodiments of the present specification. The method includes the following steps:

S700: A node in a blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
S702: When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes a service
smart contract by using a blockchain virtual machine.
S704: The node invokes an RSA signature verification smart contract based on a contract identifier of the RSA
signature verification smart contract in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine.
S706: The node triggers execution of RSA signature verification logic based on an RSA signature verification
instruction in the RSA signature verification smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform an
RSA signature verification operation on a service signature.
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[0070] In some embodiments, the blockchain network needs to be pre-configured, so the following can be implemented:

(1) An instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine includes the RSA signature verification instruction, and the
RSA signature verification logic corresponding to the RSA signature verification instruction is deployed in the block-
chain virtual machine.
(2) An instruction set of the smart contract compiler includes the RSA signature verification instruction, the service
smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the contract identifier of the RSA signature
verification smart contract, and the RSA signature verification smart contract is a smart contract pre-deployed in the
blockchain network.
(3) The service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network.

[0071] A difference between Embodiment 6 and Embodiment 5 mainly lies in the following: In Embodiment 6, after
the blockchain virtual machine invokes the service smart contract, when the blockchain virtual machine reads the contract
identifier of the RSA signature verification smart contract, it is equivalent to determining that the RSA signature verification
smart contract needs to be further invoked. The blockchain virtual machine invokes the RSA signature verification smart
contract, and also reads bytecode or binary code in the RSA signature verification smart contract. When the blockchain
virtual machine reads the RSA signature verification instruction, it is equivalent to determining that an RSA signature
verification operation needs to be performed. Therefore, the blockchain virtual machine triggers execution of the locally
pre-deployed RSA signature verification logic, to perform an RSA signature verification operation on the service signature.
[0072] That is, in Embodiment 6, when the smart contract compiler compiles the service smart contract, if the smart
contract compiler identifies that invoking of the RSA signature verification operation is declared in the service smart
contract, the smart contract compiler compiles the declaration into the contract identifier of the RSA signature verification
smart contract instead of the RSA signature verification instruction. As such, when invoking the service smart contract,
the blockchain virtual machine further invokes the RSA signature verification smart contract.
[0073] FIG. 8a is a schematic diagram illustrating deployment of an RSA signature verification operation corresponding
to Embodiment 5, according to some embodiments of the present specification. As shown in FIG. 8a, first, the RSA
signature verification instruction is added to the instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine, and the RSA signature
verification logic is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine. Second, the RSA signature verification instruction is
added to the instruction set of the smart contract compiler. Third, the service smart contract (which includes the RSA
signature verification instruction) compiled by using the smart contract compiler is deployed in the blockchain network.
[0074] FIG. 8b is a schematic diagram illustrating deployment of an RSA signature verification operation corresponding
to Embodiment 6, according to some embodiments of the present specification. As shown in FIG. 8b, first, the RSA
signature verification instruction is added to the instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine, and the RSA signature
verification logic is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine. Second, the RSA signature verification instruction is
added to the instruction set of the smart contract compiler. Third, the service smart contract (which includes the contract
identifier of the RSA signature verification smart contract) compiled by using the smart contract compiler is deployed in
the blockchain network.

Embodiment 7

[0075] FIG. 9 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based data processing method, according
to some embodiments of the present specification. The method includes the following steps:

S900: A node in a blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
S902: When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes a service
smart contract by using a blockchain virtual machine.
S904: The node triggers execution of JSON processing logic based on a JSON processing instruction in the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform a JSON processing operation on data to be
processed.

[0076] In some embodiments, the blockchain network needs to be pre-configured, so the following can be implemented:

(1) An instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine includes the JSON processing instruction, and the JSON
processing logic corresponding to the JSON processing instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine.
(2) An instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the JSON processing instruction, and the service smart
contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the JSON processing instruction.
(3) The service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network.
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[0077] The service smart contract is a smart contract corresponding to a service that needs to invoke a JSON processing
function. JSON processing specifically includes JSON data parsing and JSON data generation.
[0078] In Embodiment 7, after invoking the service smart contract, the blockchain virtual machine reads bytecode or
binary code in the service smart contract, and executes the bytecode or the binary code. When the blockchain virtual
machine reads the JSON processing instruction in the service smart contract, it is equivalent to determining that a JSON
processing operation needs to be performed. Therefore, the blockchain virtual machine triggers execution of the locally
pre-deployed JSON processing logic, to perform a JSON processing operation on the data to be processed.
[0079] In practice, depending on a specific service demand, the data to be processed can be included in the service
initiation transaction, can be included in the service smart contract, or can be generated when the blockchain virtual
machine executes the service initiation transaction.
[0080] In addition, it is worthwhile to note that if the blockchain virtual machine triggers execution of the JSON processing
logic based on the JSON processing instruction in the service smart contract, a stack-based parameter passing method
(that is, data obtained after JSON processing is generally written into a stack) is usually used in an execution process
for data transfer. However, a data length of the data obtained after JSON processing is not fixed, and if the stack-based
parameter passing method is used, implementation is usually relatively complex.
[0081] Therefore, the following Embodiment 8 provides another blockchain smart contract-based data processing
method (a pre-compiled contract method).

Embodiment 8

[0082] FIG. 10 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based data processing method, ac-
cording to some embodiments of the present specification. The method includes the following steps:

S1000: A node in a blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
S1002: When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes a service
smart contract by using a blockchain virtual machine.
S1004: The node invokes a JSON processing smart contract based on a contract identifier of the JSON processing
smart contract in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine.
S1006: The node triggers execution of JSON processing logic based on a JSON processing instruction in the JSON
processing smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform a JSON processing operation on data
to be processed.

[0083] In some embodiments, the blockchain network needs to be pre-configured, so the following can be implemented:

(1) An instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine includes the JSON processing instruction, and the JSON
processing logic corresponding to the JSON processing instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine.
(2) An instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the JSON processing instruction, the service smart
contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the contract identifier of the JSON processing smart
contract, and the JSON processing smart contract is a smart contract pre-deployed in the blockchain network.
(3) The service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network.

[0084] A difference between Embodiment 8 and Embodiment 7 mainly lies in the following: In Embodiment 8, after
the blockchain virtual machine invokes the service smart contract, when the blockchain virtual machine reads the contract
identifier of the JSON processing smart contract, it is equivalent to determining that the JSON processing smart contract
needs to be further invoked. The blockchain virtual machine invokes the JSON processing smart contract, and also
reads bytecode or binary code in the JSON processing smart contract. When the blockchain virtual machine reads the
JSON processing instruction, it is equivalent to determining that a JSON processing operation needs to be performed.
Therefore, the blockchain virtual machine triggers execution of the locally pre-deployed JSON processing logic, to
perform a JSON processing operation on the data to be processed.
[0085] That is, in Embodiment 8, when the smart contract compiler compiles the service smart contract, if the smart
contract compiler identifies that invoking of the JSON processing operation is declared in the service smart contract, the
smart contract compiler compiles the declaration into the contract identifier of the JSON processing smart contract
instead of the JSON processing instruction. As such, when invoking the service smart contract, the blockchain virtual
machine further invokes the JSON processing smart contract.
[0086] FIG. 11a is a schematic diagram illustrating deployment of a JSON processing operation corresponding to
Embodiment 7, according to some embodiments of the present specification. As shown in FIG. 11a, first, the JSON
processing instruction is added to the instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine, and the JSON processing logic
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is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine. Second, the JSON processing instruction is added to the instruction set
of the smart contract compiler. Third, the service smart contract (which includes the JSON processing instruction)
compiled by using the smart contract compiler is deployed in the blockchain network.
[0087] FIG. 11b is a schematic diagram illustrating deployment of a JSON processing operation corresponding to
Embodiment 8, according to some embodiments of the present specification. As shown in FIG. 11b, first, the JSON
processing instruction is added to the instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine, and the JSON processing logic
is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine. Second, the JSON processing instruction is added to the instruction set
of the smart contract compiler. Third, the service smart contract (which includes the contract identifier of the JSON
processing smart contract) compiled by using the smart contract compiler is deployed in the blockchain network.

Embodiment 9

[0088] FIG. 12 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based data processing method, ac-
cording to some embodiments of the present specification. The method includes the following steps:

S1200: A node in a blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
S1202: When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes a service
smart contract by using a blockchain virtual machine.
S1204: The node triggers execution of XML processing logic based on an XML processing instruction in the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform an XML processing operation on data to be
processed.

[0089] In some embodiments, the blockchain network needs to be pre-configured, so the following can be implemented:

(1) An instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine includes the XML processing instruction, and the XML
processing logic corresponding to the XML processing instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine.
(2) An instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the XML processing instruction, and the service smart
contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the XML processing instruction.
(3) The service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network.

[0090] The service smart contract is a smart contract corresponding to a service that needs to invoke an XML processing
function. XML processing specifically includes XML data parsing and XML data generation.
[0091] In Embodiment 9, after invoking the service smart contract, the blockchain virtual machine reads bytecode or
binary code in the service smart contract, and executes the bytecode or the binary code. When the blockchain virtual
machine reads the XML processing instruction in the service smart contract, it is equivalent to determining that an XML
processing operation needs to be performed. Therefore, the blockchain virtual machine triggers execution of the locally
pre-deployed XML processing logic, to perform an XML processing operation on the data to be processed.
[0092] In practice, depending on a specific service demand, the data to be processed can be included in the service
initiation transaction, can be included in the service smart contract, or can be generated when the blockchain virtual
machine executes the service initiation transaction.
[0093] In addition, it is worthwhile to note that if the blockchain virtual machine triggers execution of the XML processing
logic based on the XML processing instruction in the service smart contract, a stack-based parameter passing method
(that is, data obtained after XML processing is generally written into a stack) is usually used in an execution process for
data transfer. However, a data length of the data obtained after XML processing is not fixed, and if the stack-based
parameter passing method is used, implementation is usually relatively complex.
[0094] Therefore, the following Embodiment 10 provides another blockchain smart contract-based data processing
method (a pre-compiled contract method).

Embodiment 10

[0095] FIG. 13 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based data processing method, ac-
cording to some embodiments of the present specification. The method includes the following steps:

S1300: A node in a blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
S1302: When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes a service
smart contract by using a blockchain virtual machine.
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S1304: The node invokes an XML processing smart contract based on a contract identifier of the XML processing
smart contract in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine.
S1306: The node triggers execution of XML processing logic based on an XML processing instruction in the XML
processing smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform an XML processing operation on data
to be processed.

[0096] In some embodiments, the blockchain network needs to be pre-configured, so the following can be implemented:

(1) An instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine includes the XML processing instruction, and the XML
processing logic corresponding to the XML processing instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine.
(2) An instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the XML processing instruction, the service smart contract
compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the contract identifier of the XML processing smart contract,
and the XML processing smart contract is a smart contract pre-deployed in the blockchain network.
(3) The service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network.

[0097] A difference between Embodiment 10 and Embodiment 9 mainly lies in the following: In Embodiment 10, after
the blockchain virtual machine invokes the service smart contract, when the blockchain virtual machine reads the contract
identifier of the XML processing smart contract, it is equivalent to determining that the XML processing smart contract
needs to be further invoked. The blockchain virtual machine invokes the XML processing smart contract, and also reads
bytecode or binary code in the XML processing smart contract. When the blockchain virtual machine reads the XML
processing instruction, it is equivalent to determining that an XML processing operation needs to be performed. Therefore,
the blockchain virtual machine triggers execution of the locally pre-deployed XML processing logic, to perform an XML
processing operation on the data to be processed.
[0098] That is, in Embodiment 10, when the smart contract compiler compiles the service smart contract, if the smart
contract compiler identifies that invoking of the XML processing operation is declared in the service smart contract, the
smart contract compiler compiles the declaration into the contract identifier of the XML processing smart contract instead
of the XML processing instruction. As such, when invoking the service smart contract, the blockchain virtual machine
further invokes the XML processing smart contract.
[0099] FIG. 14a is a schematic diagram illustrating deployment of an XML processing operation corresponding to
Embodiment 9, according to some embodiments of the present specification. As shown in FIG. 14a, first, the XML
processing instruction is added to the instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine, and the XML processing logic is
deployed in the blockchain virtual machine. Second, the XML processing instruction is added to the instruction set of
the smart contract compiler. Third, the service smart contract (which includes the XML processing instruction) compiled
by using the smart contract compiler is deployed in the blockchain network.
[0100] FIG. 14b is a schematic diagram illustrating deployment of an XML processing operation corresponding to
Embodiment 10, according to some embodiments of the present specification. As shown in FIG. 14b, first, the XML
processing instruction is added to the instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine, and the XML processing logic is
deployed in the blockchain virtual machine. Second, the XML processing instruction is added to the instruction set of
the smart contract compiler. Third, the service smart contract (which includes the contract identifier of the XML processing
smart contract) compiled by using the smart contract compiler is deployed in the blockchain network.

Embodiment 11

[0101] FIG. 15 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based transaction hash acquisition
method, according to some embodiments of the present specification. The method includes the following steps:

S1500: A node in a blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
S1502: When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes a service
smart contract by using a blockchain virtual machine.
S1504: The node triggers execution of transaction hash acquisition logic based on a transaction hash acquisition
instruction in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to obtain a transaction hash of the
service initiation transaction.

[0102] In some embodiments, the blockchain network needs to be pre-configured, so the following can be implemented:

(1) An instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine includes the transaction hash acquisition instruction, and the
transaction hash acquisition logic corresponding to the transaction hash acquisition instruction is deployed in the
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blockchain virtual machine.
(2) An instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the transaction hash acquisition instruction, and the
service smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the transaction hash acquisition
instruction.
(3) The service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network.

[0103] The service smart contract is a smart contract corresponding to a service that needs to invoke a transaction
hash acquisition function.
[0104] In Embodiment 11, after invoking the service smart contract, the blockchain virtual machine reads bytecode or
binary code in the service smart contract, and executes the bytecode or the binary code. When the blockchain virtual
machine reads the transaction hash acquisition instruction in the service smart contract, it is equivalent to determining
that a transaction hash acquisition operation needs to be performed. Therefore, the blockchain virtual machine triggers
execution of the locally pre-deployed transaction hash acquisition logic, to perform a transaction hash acquisition oper-
ation on data to be processed.
[0105] In practice, before invoking the service smart contract, each node in the blockchain network initializes a context
of the blockchain virtual machine, and writes the transaction hash of the service initiation transaction into the context.
[0106] Thus, in step S1504, specifically, the node triggers execution of the transaction hash acquisition logic based
on the transaction hash acquisition instruction in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to
obtain the transaction hash of the service initiation transaction from the context.
[0107] In addition, it is worthwhile to note that if the blockchain virtual machine triggers execution of the transaction
hash acquisition logic based on the transaction hash acquisition instruction in the service smart contract, a stack-based
parameter passing method is generally used in an execution process for data transfer. The following Embodiment 12
provides another blockchain smart contract-based transaction hash acquisition method (a pre-compiled contract method).

Embodiment 12

[0108] FIG. 16 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based transaction hash acquisition
method, according to some embodiments of the present specification. The method includes the following steps:

S1600: A node in a blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
S1602: When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes a service
smart contract by using a blockchain virtual machine.
S1604: The node invokes a transaction hash acquisition smart contract based on a contract identifier of the transaction
hash acquisition smart contract in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine.
S1606: The node triggers execution of transaction hash acquisition logic based on a transaction hash acquisition
instruction in the transaction hash acquisition smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to obtain a
transaction hash of the service initiation transaction.

[0109] In some embodiments, the blockchain network needs to be pre-configured, so the following can be implemented:

(1) An instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine includes the transaction hash acquisition instruction, and the
transaction hash acquisition logic corresponding to the transaction hash acquisition instruction is deployed in the
blockchain virtual machine.
(2) An instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the transaction hash acquisition instruction, the service
smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the contract identifier of the transaction hash
acquisition smart contract, and the transaction hash acquisition smart contract is a smart contract pre-deployed in
the blockchain network.
(3) The service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network.

[0110] A difference between Embodiment 12 and Embodiment 11 mainly lies in the following: In Embodiment 12, after
the blockchain virtual machine invokes the service smart contract, when the blockchain virtual machine reads the contract
identifier of the transaction hash acquisition smart contract, it is equivalent to determining that the transaction hash
acquisition smart contract needs to be further invoked. The blockchain virtual machine invokes the transaction hash
acquisition smart contract, and also reads bytecode or binary code in the transaction hash acquisition smart contract.
When the blockchain virtual machine reads the transaction hash acquisition instruction, it is equivalent to determining
that a transaction hash acquisition operation needs to be performed. Therefore, the blockchain virtual machine triggers
execution of the locally pre-deployed transaction hash acquisition logic, to obtain the transaction hash of the service
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initiation transaction.
[0111] That is, in Embodiment 12, when the smart contract compiler compiles the service smart contract, if the smart
contract compiler identifies that invoking of the transaction hash acquisition operation is declared in the service smart
contract, the smart contract compiler compiles the declaration into the contract identifier of the transaction hash acquisition
smart contract instead of the transaction hash acquisition instruction. As such, when invoking the service smart contract,
the blockchain virtual machine further invokes the transaction hash acquisition smart contract.
[0112] In practice, before invoking the service smart contract, each node in the blockchain network initializes a context
of the blockchain virtual machine, and writes the transaction hash of the service initiation transaction into the context.
[0113] Thus, in step S1606, specifically, the node triggers execution of the transaction hash acquisition logic based
on transaction hash acquisition instruction in the transaction hash acquisition smart contract by using the blockchain
virtual machine, to obtain the transaction hash of the service initiation transaction from the context.
[0114] FIG. 17a is a schematic diagram illustrating deployment of a transaction hash acquisition operation correspond-
ing to Embodiment 11, according to some embodiments of the present specification. As shown in FIG. 17a, first, the
transaction hash acquisition instruction is added to the instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine, and the transaction
hash acquisition logic is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine. Second, the transaction hash acquisition instruction
is added to the instruction set of the smart contract compiler. Third, the service smart contract (which includes the
transaction hash acquisition instruction) compiled by using the smart contract compiler is deployed in the blockchain
network.
[0115] FIG. 17b is a schematic diagram illustrating deployment of a transaction hash acquisition operation correspond-
ing to Embodiment 12, according to some embodiments of the present specification. As shown in FIG. 17b, first, the
transaction hash acquisition instruction is added to the instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine, and the transaction
hash acquisition logic is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine. Second, the transaction hash acquisition instruction
is added to the instruction set of the smart contract compiler. Third, the service smart contract (which includes the contract
identifier of the transaction hash acquisition smart contract) compiled by using the smart contract compiler is deployed
in the blockchain network.

Embodiment 13

[0116] FIG. 18 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based transfer method, according to
some embodiments of the present specification. The method includes the following steps:
S1800: A node in a blockchain network obtains a transfer transaction by using an external transfer account, and broadcasts
the transfer transaction to other nodes.
[0117] That is, the node receives the transfer transaction constructed and sent by a client device (which logs in to the
external transfer account).
[0118] S1802: When executing the transfer transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes a service smart
contract by using a blockchain virtual machine, and triggers execution of input/output verification logic based on an
input/output verification instruction in the service smart contract.
[0119] S1804: If the verification result is affirmative, the node executes user asset table modification logic in the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine.
[0120] In an Ethereum architecture, external accounts are in a one-to-one correspondence with users. A transfer
behavior between two users is actually a transfer behavior between two external accounts.
[0121] Assume that external account A expects to transfer money to external account B. External account A first
constructs a transfer transaction that includes a transfer amount and an account address of external account B, and
then the transfer transaction is broadcast to each node in the blockchain network. After successfully verifying the transfer
transaction, each node executes the transfer transaction, and writes the transfer amount into external account B.
[0122] It is worthwhile to note that the verification event of each node for the transfer transaction generally includes
verifying whether balance of external account A is sufficient, that is, whether the balance of external account A is greater
than or equal to the transfer amount. If affirmative, the verification succeeds. It means that in the existing Ethereum
architecture, if money needs to be transferred, account balance of a transferor and a transfer amount are exposed to
each node in the blockchain network.
[0123] In Embodiment 13, service demands are actually provided, that is, for a transfer transaction between nodes in
the blockchain network, whether asset balance of a transfer user is sufficient to cover a transfer amount is determined
without exposing the asset balance of the transfer user and the transfer amount.
[0124] To satisfy the service demand, a new transfer model is used in the present application. Instead of using the
balance in the external account in the blockchain network for transfer and collection, a service smart contract is created,
and an asset system of a user is re-established in the service smart contract. In the asset system, there is no longer a
concept of the asset balance. An asset owned by each user is equivalent to a virtual object. The user spends an asset,
and the asset disappears.
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[0125] Specifically, the service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network, the service smart contract cor-
responds to a user asset table, and the user asset table is used to record an asset corresponding to each external
account (external accounts are in a one-to-one correspondence with users). Any asset is data that includes an encrypted
amount, and the encrypted amount is obtained after an amount of the asset is encrypted.
[0126] The following Table 3 provides an example of the user asset table.

[0127] For example, external account 1 transfers 120 yuan to external account 2. Assume that an amount of asset 1
is 100 yuan and an amount of asset 2 is 50 yuan. External account 1 needs to spend asset 1 and asset 2, and then
asset 1 and assert 2 disappear. As such, asset 7 (an amount of 120 yuan) and asset 8 (an amount of 30 yuan) are
generated, external account 1 obtains asset 8, and external account 2 obtains asset 7. It can be understood that asset
1 + asset 2 is actually input of the transfer, and asset 7 + asset 8 is actually output of the transfer. After the transfer,
Table 3 is updated to Table 4 shown below.

[0128] Therefore, in the present application, for a transfer transaction, a problem of verifying the balance is converted
into a problem of verifying whether balance is kept between the input and the output. Because an amount of each asset
is actually encrypted and is not exposed to the blockchain virtual machine, it means that when executing a transfer
transaction, the blockchain virtual machine needs to verify whether an input asset is equal to an output asset by using
a homomorphic encryption algorithm (such as the Pedersen commitment algorithm). If the verification result is affirmative,
it means that the transfer transaction is feasible (which is equivalent to indicating that balance of a transferor is sufficient).
[0129] For a specific implementation, in Embodiment 13, the blockchain network needs to be pre-configured, so the
following can be implemented:

(1) An instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine includes the input/output verification instruction, and the
input/output verification logic corresponding to the input/output verification instruction is deployed in the blockchain
virtual machine.
The input/output verification logic includes: verifying, by using the homomorphic encryption algorithm for any transfer
transaction, whether the sum of an amount of a transfer asset specified in the transfer transaction and an amount
of a change asset specified in the transfer transaction is equal to the sum of amounts of expense assets specified
in the transfer transaction.
It is further worthwhile to note that the transfer transaction is actually the previous service initiation transaction, but
a service here is specifically an encrypted transfer service.
(2) An instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the input/output verification instruction, and the service
smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the input/output verification instruction.
(3) The service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network.

[0130] The service smart contract is a smart contract for hiding the transfer amount and the asset balance.
[0131] In step S1800, the node is actually a node corresponding to a transfer user. The external transfer account is
actually an external account controlled by the transfer user.
[0132] That the node obtains the transfer transaction by using the external transfer account is actually that the transfer
user logs in to the client device (or "wallet"), constructs the transfer transaction, and sends the transfer transaction to
other nodes.
[0133] The transfer transaction includes a transfer asset, a change asset, and at least one expense asset. The at least
one expense asset is actually an asset that is input into the transfer, and the transfer asset and the change asset are
actually assets that are output from the transfer.

Table 3

External account 1 Asset 1, and asset 2

External account 2 Asset 3, asset 4, and asset 5

External account 3 Asset 6

Table 4

External account 1 Asset 8

External account 2 Asset 3, asset 4, asset 5, and asset 7

External account 3 Asset 6
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[0134] In Embodiment 13, after invoking the service smart contract, the blockchain virtual machine reads bytecode or
binary code in the service smart contract, and executes the bytecode or the binary code. When the blockchain virtual
machine reads the input/output verification instruction in the service smart contract, it is equivalent to determining that
an input/output verification operation needs to be performed. Therefore, the blockchain virtual machine triggers execution
of the locally pre-deployed input/output verification logic, to verify, by using the homomorphic encryption algorithm,
whether the sum of the amount of the transfer asset and the amount of the change asset is equal to the sum of the
amounts of the expense assets.
[0135] If the verification result is affirmative, it indicates that the transfer transaction is feasible. Thus, the blockchain
virtual machine needs to execute the transfer transaction, that is, modify the user asset table based on the transfer
transaction. The user asset table modification logic for modifying the user asset table is actually written into the service
smart contract in advance. The user asset table modification logic is to terminate a correspondence between the external
transfer account and each expense asset, establish a correspondence between the external transfer account and the
change asset, and establish a correspondence between an external collection account and the transfer asset.
[0136] In addition, in practice, the following cases may occur: When initiating a transfer transaction, some malicious
users set an actual amount of a transfer asset included in the transfer transaction to a negative value, and steal an asset
of another person by using a transfer method; and when initiating a transfer transaction, a user performs an unintended
operation to set an actual amount of a change asset included in the transfer transaction to a negative value, and
consequently, an amount of an asset that is actually transferred by the user is greater than an amount of a transfer
asset. To prevent the previous cases from occurring, a zero-knowledge proof method can be used, so when both the
actual amount of the transfer asset and the actual amount of the change asset are invisible, it is verified whether both
the actual amount of the transfer asset and the actual amount of the change asset fall into a specified value range, such
as (0, 264]. If the verification result is affirmative, the possibility that the previous cases occur is ruled out.
[0137] Specifically, in Embodiment 13, the blockchain network can be further preconfigured, so the following can be
implemented:

(4) The instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine further includes an amount verification instruction, and
amount verification logic corresponding to the amount verification instruction is further deployed in the blockchain
virtual machine.
(5) The instruction set of the smart contract compiler further includes the amount verification instruction, and the
service smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler further includes the amount verification in-
struction.

[0138] Based on this, the transfer transaction initiated by the user further needs to include proof-related data (such
as Bullet Proof or a Borromean ring signature) used to implement zero-knowledge proof.
[0139] When reading the amount verification instruction in the service smart contract, the blockchain virtual machine
triggers execution of the locally pre-deployed amount verification logic, that is, verifies, based on the proof-related data,
whether both the amount of the transfer asset and the amount of the change asset fall into the specified value range.
[0140] In addition, in Embodiment 13, the service smart contract can further include an expense asset verification
logic, so when executing the service smart contract, the blockchain virtual machine can further verify, based on the user
asset table, whether assets corresponding to the external transfer account include the expense assets. If the verification
result is affirmative, it indicates that an expense asset to be used by the transfer user is an asset owned by the transfer user.
[0141] In addition, a data structure of any asset can further include a first status parameter that indicates that the asset
has been spent or remains unspent. The service smart contract can further include first status parameter-related logic,
so when executing the service smart contract, the blockchain virtual machine verifies, for each expense asset in the
transfer transaction based on a first status parameter included in the expense asset, whether the expense asset remains
unspent. In addition, the first status parameter-related logic further includes: if all final verification results for the transfer
transaction are affirmative, modifying the first status parameter included in the expense asset, so the modified first status
parameter indicates that the expense asset has been spent. If any result in all the final verification results for the transfer
transaction is negative, the transfer transaction will fail, no expense asset is spent, and therefore, there is no need to
modify the first status parameter.
[0142] Further, a data structure of any asset can further include a second status parameter that indicates that the
asset exists or does not exist. The service smart contract can further include second status parameter-related logic, so
when executing the service smart contract, the blockchain virtual machine verifies, for each expense asset in the transfer
transaction based on the second status parameter included in the expense asset, whether the expense asset exists. As
such, a malicious user can be effectively prevented from faking an asset that does not exist and using the faked asset
for transfer.
[0143] In addition, it is worthwhile to note that if the blockchain virtual machine triggers execution of the input/output
verification logic and the amount verification logic based on the input/output verification instruction and the amount
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verification instruction in the service smart contract, a stack-based parameter passing method is generally used in an
execution process for data transfer. The following Embodiment 14 provides another blockchain smart contract-based
transfer method (a pre-compiled contract method).

Embodiment 14

[0144] FIG. 19 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a blockchain smart contract-based transaction hash acquisition
method, according to some embodiments of the present specification. The method includes the following steps:

S1900: A node in a blockchain network obtains a transfer transaction by using an external transfer account, and
broadcasts the transfer transaction to other nodes.
S1902: When executing the transfer transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes a service smart
contract by using a blockchain virtual machine, and invokes an input/output verification smart contract based on a
contract identifier of the input/output verification smart contract in the service smart contract.
S1904: The node triggers execution of input/output verification logic based on an input/output verification instruction
in the input/output verification smart contract.
S1906: If the verification result is affirmative, the node executes user asset table modification logic in the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine.

[0145] In Embodiment 14, the blockchain network needs to be pre-configured, so the following can be implemented:

(1) An instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine includes the input/output verification instruction, and input/out-
put verification logic corresponding to the input/output verification instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual
machine.
(2) An instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the input/output verification instruction, the service smart
contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the contract identifier of the input/output verification
smart contract, and the input/output verification smart contract is a smart contract pre-deployed in the blockchain
network.
(3) The service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network.

[0146] A difference between Embodiment 14 and Embodiment 13 mainly lies in the following: In Embodiment 14, after
the blockchain virtual machine invokes the service smart contract, when the blockchain virtual machine reads the contract
identifier of the input/output verification smart contract, it is equivalent to determining that the input/output verification
smart contract needs to be further invoked. The blockchain virtual machine invokes the input/output verification smart
contract, and also reads bytecode or binary code in the input/output verification smart contract. When the blockchain
virtual machine reads the input/output verification instruction, it is equivalent to determining that an input/output verification
operation needs to be performed. Therefore, the blockchain virtual machine triggers execution of the locally pre-deployed
input/output verification logic.
[0147] That is, in Embodiment 14, when the smart contract compiler compiles the service smart contract, if the smart
contract compiler identifies that invoking of the input/output verification operation is declared in the service smart contract,
the smart contract compiler compiles the declaration into the contract identifier of the input/output verification smart
contract instead of the input/output verification instruction. As such, when invoking the service smart contract, the block-
chain virtual machine further invokes the input/output verification smart contract.
[0148] Further, in Embodiment 14, the blockchain network needs to be pre-configured, so the following can be imple-
mented:

(4) The instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine further includes an amount verification instruction, and
amount verification logic corresponding to the amount verification instruction is further deployed in the blockchain
virtual machine.
(5) The instruction set of the smart contract compiler further includes the amount verification instruction, the service
smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler further includes a contract identifier of an amount
verification smart contract, and the amount verification smart contract is a smart contract pre-deployed in the block-
chain network.

[0149] As such, in Embodiment 14, each node in the blockchain network invokes the amount verification smart contract
based on the contract identifier of the amount verification smart contract in the service smart contract by using the
blockchain virtual machine. The node triggers execution of the amount verification logic based on the amount verification
instruction in the amount verification smart contract, to verify, based on proof-related data, whether both an amount of
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a transfer asset and an amount of a change asset fall into a specified value range.
[0150] In addition, it is worthwhile to note that, in Embodiment 14, an executed verification event is consistent with
that in Embodiment 13. However, input/output verification and amount verification are implemented by invoking a pre-
compiled contract (namely, the input/output verification smart contract and the amount verification smart contract).
[0151] In Embodiment 13 and Embodiment 14, when there are a plurality of verification events performed for the
transfer transaction, only when all verification results are affirmative, the blockchain virtual machine executes the user
asset table modification logic.
[0152] FIG. 20a is a schematic diagram illustrating deployment of a verification operation related to a transfer transaction
corresponding to Embodiment 13, according to some embodiments of the present specification. As shown in FIG. 20a,
first, the input/output verification instruction and the amount verification instruction are added to the instruction set of the
blockchain virtual machine, and the input/output verification logic and the amount verification logic are deployed in the
blockchain virtual machine. Second, the input/output verification instruction and the amount verification instruction are
added to the instruction set of the smart contract compiler. Third, the service smart contract (which includes the input/out-
put verification instruction and the amount verification instruction) compiled by using the smart contract compiler is
deployed in the blockchain network.
[0153] FIG. 20b is a schematic diagram illustrating deployment of a verification operation related to a transfer transaction
corresponding to Embodiment 14, according to some embodiments of the present specification. As shown in FIG. 20b,
first, the input/output verification instruction and the amount verification instruction are added to the instruction set of the
blockchain virtual machine, and the input/output verification logic and the amount verification logic are deployed in the
blockchain virtual machine. Second, the input/output verification instruction and the amount verification instruction are
added to the instruction set of the smart contract compiler. Third, the service smart contract (which includes the contract
identifier of the input/output verification smart contract and the contract identifier of the amount verification smart contract)
compiled by using the smart contract compiler is deployed in the blockchain network.
[0154] Embodiment 1 to Embodiment 14 are separately described above. In practice, the service initiation transaction
can be specifically a transfer transaction. To implement the transfer transaction, related verification (for example, various
verification mentioned in Embodiment 13) may need to be performed, and one or more of a BASE64 encoding operation,
a BASE64 decoding operation, an RSA signature verification operation, a JSON processing operation, an XML processing
operation, and a transaction hash acquisition operation further needs to be performed.
[0155] That is, one or more of the BASE64 encoding method, the BASE64 decoding method, the RSA signature
verification method, the JSON processing method, the XML processing method, and the transaction hash acquisition
method can be applied to the transfer method in Embodiment 13 or Embodiment 14. In this case, the previous service
initiation transaction is a transfer transaction.
[0156] In addition, it is worthwhile to note that in the embodiments of the present specification, if the service smart
contract is not the only smart contract in the blockchain network, the service initiation transaction (and the transfer
transaction) further needs to include a contract identifier of the service smart contract, so the blockchain virtual machine
invokes the corresponding service smart contract based on the contract identifier included in the service initiation trans-
action (and the transfer transaction).
[0157] In addition, in the embodiments of the present specification, the instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine
further includes at least one Ethereum instruction, and the Ethereum instruction is an instruction in an instruction set of
the EVM. Relevant logic corresponding to each Ethereum instruction included in the instruction set of the blockchain
virtual machine is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine. The instruction set of the smart contract compiler further
includes at least one Ethereum instruction, and the Ethereum instruction is an instruction in the instruction set of the
EVM. That is, the blockchain virtual machine in the present application can be obtained by expanding the EVM, and the
smart contract compiler in the present application can be obtained by expanding the Ethereum smart contract compiler.
[0158] A blockchain system provided in the present specification includes a blockchain network.
[0159] An instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine includes an input/output verification instruction, and input/out-
put verification logic corresponding to the input/output verification instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine.
An instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the input/output verification instruction, and a service smart
contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the input/output verification instruction. The service
smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network. The service smart contract corresponds to a user asset table, and
the user asset table is used to record an asset corresponding to each external account. Any asset is data that includes
an encrypted amount, and the encrypted amount is obtained after an amount of the asset is encrypted.
[0160] A node in the blockchain network obtains a transfer transaction by using an external transfer account, and
broadcasts the transfer transaction to other nodes. The transfer transaction includes a transfer asset, a change asset,
and at least one expense asset.
[0161] When executing the transfer transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes the service smart contract
by using the blockchain virtual machine, and triggers execution of the input/output verification logic based on the in-
put/output verification instruction in the service smart contract, to verify, by using a homomorphic encryption algorithm,
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whether the sum of an amount of the transfer asset and an amount of the change asset is equal to the sum of amounts
of expense assets. If the verification result is affirmative, the node executes user asset table modification logic in the
service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to terminate a correspondence between the external
transfer account and each expense asset, establish a correspondence between the external transfer account and the
change asset, and establish a correspondence between an external collection account and the transfer asset.
[0162] A blockchain system provided in the present specification includes a blockchain network.
[0163] An instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine includes an input/output verification instruction, and input/out-
put verification logic corresponding to the input/output verification instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine.
An instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the input/output verification instruction, a service smart contract
compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes a contract identifier of an input/output verification smart contract,
and the input/output verification smart contract is a smart contract pre-deployed in the blockchain network. The service
smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network. The service smart contract corresponds to a user asset table, and
the user asset table is used to record an asset corresponding to each external account. Any asset is data that includes
an encrypted amount, and the encrypted amount is obtained after an amount of the asset is encrypted.
[0164] A node in the blockchain network obtains a transfer transaction by using an external transfer account, and
broadcasts the transfer transaction to other nodes. The transfer transaction includes a transfer asset, a change asset,
and at least one expense asset.
[0165] When executing the transfer transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes the service smart contract
by using the blockchain virtual machine, invokes the input/output verification smart contract based on the contract
identifier of the input/output verification smart contract in the service smart contract, and triggers execution of the in-
put/output verification logic based on the input/output verification instruction in the input/output verification smart contract,
to verify, by using a homomorphic encryption algorithm, whether the sum of an amount of the transfer asset and an
amount of the change asset is equal to the sum of amounts of expense assets. If the verification result is affirmative,
the node executes user asset table modification logic in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine,
to terminate a correspondence between the external transfer account and each expense asset, establish a correspond-
ence between the external transfer account and the change asset, and establish a correspondence between an external
collection account and the transfer asset.
[0166] A blockchain system provided in the present specification includes a blockchain network.
[0167] An instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine includes a BASE64 encoding instruction, and BASE64 en-
coding logic corresponding to the BASE64 encoding instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine. An in-
struction set of a smart contract compiler includes the BASE64 encoding instruction, and a service smart contract
compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the BASE64 encoding instruction. The service smart contract is
deployed in the blockchain network.
[0168] A node in the blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
[0169] When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, and triggers execution of the BASE64 encoding logic based on
the BASE64 encoding instruction in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform an
encoding operation on data to be encoded.
[0170] A blockchain system provided in the present specification includes a blockchain network.
[0171] An instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine includes a BASE64 encoding instruction, and BASE64 en-
coding logic corresponding to the BASE64 encoding instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine. An in-
struction set of a smart contract compiler includes the BASE64 encoding instruction, a service smart contract compiled
by using the smart contract compiler includes a contract identifier of a BASE64 encoding smart contract, and the BASE64
encoding smart contract is a smart contract pre-deployed in the blockchain network. The service smart contract is
deployed in the blockchain network.
[0172] A node in the blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
[0173] When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, invokes the BASE64 encoding smart contract based on the
contract identifier of the BASE64 encoding smart contract in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual
machine, and triggers execution of the BASE64 encoding logic based on the BASE64 encoding instruction in the BASE64
encoding smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform an encoding operation on data to be encoded.
[0174] A blockchain system provided in the present specification includes a blockchain network.
[0175] An instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine includes a BASE64 decoding instruction, and BASE64 de-
coding logic corresponding to the BASE64 decoding instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine. An in-
struction set of a smart contract compiler includes the BASE64 decoding instruction, and a service smart contract
compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the BASE64 decoding instruction. The service smart contract is
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deployed in the blockchain network.
[0176] A node in the blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
[0177] When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, and triggers execution of the BASE64 decoding logic based on
the BASE64 decoding instruction in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform a
decoding operation on data to be decoded.
[0178] A blockchain system provided in the present specification includes a blockchain network.
[0179] An instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine includes a BASE64 decoding instruction, and BASE64 de-
coding logic corresponding to the BASE64 decoding instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine. An in-
struction set of a smart contract compiler includes the BASE64 decoding instruction, a service smart contract compiled
by using the smart contract compiler includes a contract identifier of a BASE64 decoding smart contract, and the BASE64
decoding smart contract is a smart contract pre-deployed in the blockchain network. The service smart contract is
deployed in the blockchain network.
[0180] A node in the blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
[0181] When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, invokes the BASE64 decoding smart contract based on the
contract identifier of the BASE64 decoding smart contract in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual
machine, and triggers execution of the BASE64 decoding logic based on the BASE64 decoding instruction in the BASE64
decoding smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform a decoding operation on data to be decoded.
[0182] A blockchain system provided in the present specification includes a blockchain network.
[0183] An instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine includes an RSA signature verification instruction, and RSA
signature verification logic corresponding to the RSA signature verification instruction is deployed in the blockchain
virtual machine. An instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the RSA signature verification instruction, and
a service smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the RSA signature verification instruction.
The service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network.
[0184] A node in the blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
[0185] When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, and triggers execution of the RSA signature verification logic
based on the RSA signature verification instruction in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine,
to perform an RSA signature verification operation on a service signature.
[0186] A blockchain system provided in the present specification includes a blockchain network.
[0187] An instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine includes an RSA signature verification instruction, and RSA
signature verification logic corresponding to the RSA signature verification instruction is deployed in the blockchain
virtual machine. An instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the RSA signature verification instruction, a
service smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes a contract identifier of an RSA signature
verification smart contract, and the RSA signature verification smart contract is a smart contract pre-deployed in the
blockchain network. The service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network.
[0188] A node in the blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
[0189] When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, invokes the RSA signature verification smart contract based on
the contract identifier of the RSA signature verification smart contract in the service smart contract by using the blockchain
virtual machine, and triggers execution of the RSA signature verification logic based on the RSA signature verification
instruction in the RSA signature verification smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform an RSA
signature verification operation on a service signature.
[0190] A blockchain system provided in the present specification includes a blockchain network.
[0191] An instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine includes a JSON processing instruction, and JSON processing
logic corresponding to the JSON processing instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine. An instruction set
of a smart contract compiler includes the JSON processing instruction, and a service smart contract compiled by using
the smart contract compiler includes the JSON processing instruction. The service smart contract is deployed in the
blockchain network.
[0192] A node in the blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
[0193] When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, and triggers execution of the JSON processing logic based on
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the JSON processing instruction in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform a
JSON processing operation on data to be processed.
[0194] A blockchain system provided in the present specification includes a blockchain network.
[0195] An instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine includes a JSON processing instruction, and JSON processing
logic corresponding to the JSON processing instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine. An instruction set
of a smart contract compiler includes the JSON processing instruction, a service smart contract compiled by using the
smart contract compiler includes a contract identifier of a JSON processing smart contract, and the JSON processing
smart contract is a smart contract pre-deployed in the blockchain network. The JSON processing smart contract and
the service smart contract are deployed in the blockchain network.
[0196] A node in the blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
[0197] When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, invokes the JSON processing smart contract based on the
contract identifier of the JSON processing smart contract in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual
machine, and triggers execution of the JSON processing logic based on the JSON processing instruction in the JSON
processing smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform a JSON processing operation on data to
be processed.
[0198] A blockchain system provided in the present specification includes a blockchain network.
[0199] An instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine includes an XML processing instruction, and XML processing
logic corresponding to the XML processing instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine. An instruction set
of a smart contract compiler includes the XML processing instruction, and a service smart contract compiled by using
the smart contract compiler includes the XML processing instruction. The service smart contract is deployed in the
blockchain network.
[0200] A node in the blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
[0201] When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, and triggers execution of the XML processing logic based on
the XML processing instruction in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform an XML
processing operation on data to be processed.
[0202] A blockchain system provided in the present specification includes a blockchain network.
[0203] An instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine includes an XML processing instruction, and XML processing
logic corresponding to the XML processing instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine. An instruction set
of a smart contract compiler includes the XML processing instruction, a service smart contract compiled by using the
smart contract compiler includes a contract identifier of an XML processing smart contract, and the XML processing
smart contract is a smart contract pre-deployed in the blockchain network. The XML processing smart contract and the
service smart contract are deployed in the blockchain network.
[0204] A node in the blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
[0205] When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, invokes the XML processing smart contract based on the contract
identifier of the XML processing smart contract in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine,
and triggers execution of the XML processing logic based on the XML processing instruction in the XML processing
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform an XML processing operation on data to be processed.
[0206] A blockchain system provided in the present specification includes a blockchain network.
[0207] An instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine includes a transaction hash acquisition instruction, and trans-
action hash acquisition logic corresponding to the transaction hash acquisition instruction is deployed in the blockchain
virtual machine. An instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the transaction hash acquisition instruction, and
a service smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes the transaction hash acquisition instruc-
tion. The service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network.
[0208] A node in the blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
[0209] When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, and triggers execution of the transaction hash acquisition logic
based on the transaction hash acquisition instruction in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine,
to obtain a transaction hash of the service initiation transaction.
[0210] A blockchain system provided in the present specification includes a blockchain network.
[0211] An instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine includes a transaction hash acquisition instruction, and trans-
action hash acquisition logic corresponding to the transaction hash acquisition instruction is deployed in the blockchain
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virtual machine. An instruction set of a smart contract compiler includes the transaction hash acquisition instruction, a
service smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler includes a contract identifier of a transaction hash
acquisition smart contract, and the transaction hash acquisition smart contract is a smart contract pre-deployed in the
blockchain network. The transaction hash acquisition smart contract and the service smart contract are deployed in the
blockchain network.
[0212] A node in the blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation
transaction to other nodes.
[0213] When executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, invokes the transaction hash acquisition smart contract based
on the contract identifier of the transaction hash acquisition smart contract in the service smart contract by using the
blockchain virtual machine, and triggers execution of the transaction hash acquisition logic based on the transaction
hash acquisition instruction in the transaction hash acquisition smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine,
to obtain a transaction hash of the service initiation transaction.
[0214] FIG. 21 is a schematic structural diagram illustrating a blockchain system, according to some embodiments of
the present specification.
[0215] The present specification further provides a computer device. The computer device includes at least a memory,
a processor, and a computer program that is stored in the memory and that can run on the processor. When executing
the program, the processor implements functions of the methods in the embodiments of the present specification and
a method combined by at least two of the embodiments.
[0216] FIG. 22 is a more detailed schematic diagram illustrating a hardware structure of a computing device, according
to some embodiments of the present specification. The device can include a processor 2210, a memory 2220, an
input/output interface 2230, a communications interface 2240, and a bus 2250. The processor 2210, the memory 2220,
the input/output interface 2230, and the communications interface 2240 are communicatively connected to each other
inside the device by using the bus 2250.
[0217] The processor 2210 can be implemented by using a general central processing unit (CPU), a microprocessor,
an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), one or more integrated circuits, etc., and is configured to execute a
related program, to implement the technical solutions provided in the embodiments of the present specification.
[0218] The memory 2220 can be implemented by using a read-only memory (ROM), a random access memory (RAM),
a static storage device, a dynamic storage device, etc. The memory 2220 can store an operating system and another
application program. When the technical solutions provided in the embodiments of the present specification are imple-
mented by using software or firmware, related program code is stored in the memory 2220, and is invoked and executed
by the processor 2210.
[0219] The input/output interface 2230 is configured to be connected to an input/output module, to input or output
information. The input/output module (not shown in the figure) can be used as a component and configured in the device,
or can be externally connected to the device, to provide a corresponding function. The input device can include a
keyboard, a mouse device, a touchscreen, a microphone, various sensors, etc. The output device can include a monitor,
a speaker, a vibrator, an indicator, etc.
[0220] The communications interface 2240 is configured to be connected to a communications module (not shown in
the figure), to implement communication interaction between the device and another device. The communications module
can perform communication in a wired way (for example, USB or a network cable), or can perform communication in a
wireless way (for example, a mobile network, Wi-Fi, or Bluetooth).
[0221] The bus 2250 includes one channel that is used to transmit information between components (for example,
the processor 2210, the memory 2220, the input/output interface 2230, and the communications interface 2240) of the
device.
[0222] It is worthwhile to note that although only the processor 2210, the memory 2220, the input/output interface
2230, the communications interface 2240, and the bus 2250 of the device are shown, in a specific implementation
process, the device can further include other components needed for normal running. In addition, a person skilled in the
art can understand that the device can also include only components necessary for implementing the solutions in the
embodiments of the present specification, but does not necessarily include all components shown in the figure.
[0223] Some embodiments of the present specification further provide a computer readable storage medium on which
a computer program is stored. When executing the program, the processor implements functions of the methods in the
embodiments of the present specification and a method combined by at least two of the embodiments.
[0224] The computer readable medium includes persistent, non-persistent, movable, and unmovable media that can
store information by using any method or technology. The information can be a computer readable instruction, a data
structure, a program module, or other data. Examples of the computer storage medium include but are not limited to a
phase change random access memory (PRAM), a static random access memory (SRAM), a dynamic random access
memory (DRAM), a random access memory of another type, a read-only memory (ROM), an electrically erasable
programmable read-only memory (EEPROM), a flash memory or another memory technology, a compact disc read-
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only memory (CD-ROM), a digital versatile disc (DVD) or another optical storage, a cassette, a cassette magnetic disk
storage, or another magnetic storage device or any other non-transmission medium. The computer storage medium can
be configured to store information that can be accessed by a computing device. As described in the present specification,
the computer readable medium does not include computer readable transitory media such as a modulated data signal
and a carrier.
[0225] It can be understood from the previous descriptions of the embodiments that, a person skilled in the art can
clearly understand that the embodiments of the present specification can be implemented by using software and a
necessary general hardware platform. Based on such an understanding, the technical solutions in the embodiments of
the present specification essentially or the part contributing to the existing technology can be implemented in a form of
a software product. The computer software product can be stored in a storage medium, such as a ROM/RAM, a magnetic
disk, or an optical disc, and includes several instructions for instructing a computer device (which can be a personal
computer, a server, a network device, etc.) to perform the method described in the embodiments of the present speci-
fication or in some parts of the embodiments of the present specification.
[0226] The system, method, module, or unit illustrated in the previous embodiments can be implemented by using a
computer chip or an entity, or can be implemented by using a product having a certain function. A typical implementation
device is a computer, and the computer can be a personal computer, a laptop computer, a cellular phone, a camera
phone, a smartphone, a personal digital assistant, a media player, a navigation device, an email receiving and sending
device, a game console, a tablet computer, a wearable device, or any combination of these devices.
[0227] The embodiments in the present specification are described in a progressive way. For same or similar parts of
the embodiments, references can be made to the embodiments. Each embodiment focuses on a difference from other
embodiments. Particularly, an apparatus embodiment and a device embodiment are similar to a method embodiment,
and therefore are described briefly. For a related part, references can be made to some descriptions in the method
embodiment. The previously described apparatus embodiments are merely examples. The modules described as sep-
arate parts can or do not have to be physically separate. During implementation of the solutions in the embodiments of
the present specification, functions of the modules can be implemented in one or more pieces of software and/or hardware.
Some or all of the modules can be selected based on an actual need to implement the solutions in the embodiments.
A person of ordinary skill in the art can understand and implement the embodiments of the present specification without
creative efforts.
[0228] The previous descriptions are merely specific implementations of the embodiments of the present application.
It is worthwhile to note that a person of ordinary skill in the art can further make several improvements or polishing
without departing from the principle of the embodiments of the present specification, and the improvements or polishing
shall fall within the protection scope of the embodiments of the present specification.

Claims

1. A blockchain smart contract-based signature verification method, wherein an instruction set of a blockchain virtual
machine comprises an RSA signature verification instruction, and RSA signature verification logic corresponding to
the RSA signature verification instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine;
an instruction set of a smart contract compiler comprises the RSA signature verification instruction, and a service
smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler comprises the RSA signature verification instruction;
the service smart contract is deployed in a blockchain network; and
the signature verification method comprises:

obtaining, by a node in the blockchain network, a service initiation transaction, and broadcasting the service
initiation transaction to other nodes;
when executing the service initiation transaction, invoking, by each node in the blockchain network, the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine; and
triggering, by the node, execution of the RSA signature verification logic based on the RSA signature verification
instruction in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform an RSA signature
verification operation on a service signature.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the service initiation transaction comprises the service signature, signed
data corresponding to the service signature, and a public key used to verify the service signature; or
the service initiation transaction comprises the service signature, an abstract of signed data corresponding to the
service signature, and a public key used to verify the service signature; or
the service initiation transaction comprises the service signature and signed data corresponding to the service
signature, and the service smart contract comprises a public key used to verify the service signature; or
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the service initiation transaction comprises the service signature and an abstract of signed data corresponding to
the service signature, and the service smart contract comprises a public key used to verify the service signature.

3. A blockchain smart contract-based signature verification method, wherein an instruction set of a blockchain virtual
machine comprises an RSA signature verification instruction, and RSA signature verification logic corresponding to
the RSA signature verification instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine;
an instruction set of a smart contract compiler comprises the RSA signature verification instruction, a service smart
contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler comprises a contract identifier of an RSA signature verification
smart contract, and the RSA signature verification smart contract is a smart contract pre-deployed in a blockchain
network;
the service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network; and
the signature verification method comprises:

obtaining, by a node in the blockchain network, a service initiation transaction, and broadcasting the service
initiation transaction to other nodes;
when executing the service initiation transaction, invoking, by each node in the blockchain network, the service
smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine;
invoking, by the node, the RSA signature verification smart contract based on the contract identifier of the RSA
signature verification smart contract in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine; and
triggering, by the node, execution of the RSA signature verification logic based on the RSA signature verification
instruction in the RSA signature verification smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to perform
an RSA signature verification operation on a service signature.

4. A blockchain virtual machine, configured to implement the method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein
an instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine comprises an RSA signature verification instruction, and a service
smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler comprises the RSA signature verification instruction.

5. The blockchain virtual machine according to claim 4, wherein the instruction set of the blockchain virtual machine
further comprises at least one Ethereum instruction, and the Ethereum instruction is an instruction in an instruction
set of an Ethereum virtual machine; and
relevant logic corresponding to each Ethereum instruction comprised in the instruction set of the blockchain virtual
machine is deployed in the blockchain virtual machine.

6. A smart contract compiler, configured to implement the method according to claim 1, wherein
an instruction set of the smart contract compiler comprises an RSA signature verification instruction, and a service
smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler comprises the RSA signature verification instruction.

7. The smart contract compiler according to claim 6, wherein the instruction set of the smart contract compiler further
comprises at least one Ethereum instruction, and the Ethereum instruction is an instruction in an instruction set of
an Ethereum virtual machine.

8. A smart contract compiler, configured to implement the method according to claim 3, wherein
an instruction set of the smart contract compiler comprises an RSA signature verification instruction, a service smart
contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler comprises a contract identifier of an RSA signature verification
smart contract, and the RSA signature verification smart contract is a smart contract pre-deployed in a blockchain
network.

9. A blockchain system, comprising a blockchain network, wherein
an instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine comprises an RSA signature verification instruction, RSA signature
verification logic corresponding to the RSA signature verification instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual
machine, an instruction set of a smart contract compiler comprises the RSA signature verification instruction, a
service smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler comprises the RSA signature verification
instruction, and the service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network;
a node in the blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation trans-
action to other nodes; and
when executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes the service smart
contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, and triggers execution of the RSA signature verification logic based
on the RSA signature verification instruction in the service smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine,
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to perform an RSA signature verification operation on a service signature.

10. A blockchain system, comprising a blockchain network, wherein
an instruction set of a blockchain virtual machine comprises an RSA signature verification instruction, RSA signature
verification logic corresponding to the RSA signature verification instruction is deployed in the blockchain virtual
machine, an instruction set of a smart contract compiler comprises the RSA signature verification instruction, a
service smart contract compiled by using the smart contract compiler comprises a contract identifier of an RSA
signature verification smart contract, the RSA signature verification smart contract is a smart contract pre-deployed
in the blockchain network, and the service smart contract is deployed in the blockchain network;
a node in the blockchain network obtains a service initiation transaction, and broadcasts the service initiation trans-
action to other nodes; and
when executing the service initiation transaction, each node in the blockchain network invokes the service smart
contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, invokes the RSA signature verification smart contract based on
the contract identifier of the RSA signature verification smart contract in the service smart contract by using the
blockchain virtual machine, and triggers execution of the RSA signature verification logic based on the RSA signature
verification instruction in the RSA signature verification smart contract by using the blockchain virtual machine, to
perform an RSA signature verification operation on a service signature.

11. A computer device, comprising a memory, a processor, and a computer program that is stored in the memory and
that can run on the processor, wherein when executing the program, the processor implements the method according
to any one of claims 1 and 3.
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